Year 2
Maths

Friday 5th March
Identifying Equivalent Fractions

There is a video for this lesson on DB Primary. You will need to
watch it to complete the tasks.

Independent Task:

Reading

The Iron Man
There is a video for this lesson on DB Primary

sag – to sink
groping – to move along with your hand
hillock – a small hill

1. What did the Iron Man touch as his hand came out of the
crack?
___________________________________________
2. Number the sentences below from 1-4 to show the order
they happen.

The father felt the ground shake
The Iron Man freed himself from the pit
An enormous iron hand came up through
the crack
The tablecloth disappeared into the crack

The Iron Man
pages 40 – 42 (edited)

They spread a tablecloth on the grass. Suddenly the father said:
“That’s funny!”
“What is?” asked the mother.
“I felt the ground shake,” the father said “Here, right beneath us.”
Everybody sat up. The tablecloth was sagging in the middle. As they
watched the sag got a lot deeper and all the food fell into it, dragging
the table cloth right down into the ground. The ground underneath
was splitting and the tablecloth, as they watched, slowly folded and
disappeared into the crack, and they were left staring at a jagged
black crack in the ground. The crack grew, it widened, it lengthened,
it ran between them. The mother, and the girl were on one side, and
the father and the boy were on the other side.
They couldn’t believe their eyes. They stared at the widening crack.
Then, as they watched, an enormous iron hand came up through the
crack, groping around in the air, feeling over the grass on either side
of the crack. It nearly touched the little boy, and he rolled over
backwards.
The mother screamed. “Run to the car.” Shouted the father. They all
ran. They jumped into the car. They drove. They did not look back.
So they did not see the great iron head, square like a bedroom, with
red glaring headlamp eyes, and with the tablecloth, still with the
chicken and the cheese, draped across the top of it, rising out of the
top of the hillock, as the Iron Man freed himself from the pit.

Writing

The Iron Man: Character Description

Today you are going to write your character description
of the Iron Man you drew and designed yesterday.
You need to:
Describe what Iron Man looks like
Describe how Iron Man speaks, moves and
acts
Use interesting adjectives
Use your planning work from this week to help you.
You can also use the sentence starters below.
The Iron Man is….
He is bigger than / he is taller than
He is as wide as a …
I would like to meet the Iron Man because …..
I wouldn’t like to meet the Iron Man because …..

Adjectives Word Mat

Science

Who eats who?
There is a video for this lesson on DB Primary

How can we show who eats who?
Let’s look at the food in a woodland habitat.
The arrow			
means ‘is eaten by’.
Grass grows well at the edge of woodland. Grass is a plant so it makes its
own energy. Rabbits eat the grass and other plants. Foxes hunt and eat
rabbits as well as other animals and plants. Foxes are predators and rabbits
are their prey.

grass
rabbit

rabbit
fox

Now let’s look at the food in an Arctic habitat.
Moss grows well in the Arctic. Moss is a plant so it makes its own energy.
Reindeer eat moss and other plants. Wolves hunt and eat reindeer as well as
other animals. Wolves are predators and reindeer are their prey.

moss
reindeer

reindeer
wolf

	Look at the food chain below. Which animal is eating and
which is eaten?

reindeer

wolf

Match the food to the animal which eats it.
With your partner, look at the food and the animals which eat it. Draw a line
to match the food to the animal.
Food

Animal

grass

badger

slug

deer

worms

hedgehog

grass

fox

rabbit

rabbit

Friday 5th March

Handwriting

Task 1: Read each word and copy it in your best handwriting.
Task 2: Choose two words and write a sentence using them.
Remember your capital letters and full stops.

Maths Answers:

